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The Moroccan™ is the result of years of research, whereby 
Leisure Pools® designers were able to incorporate some of the 
most popular attributes of a pool into one stunning package. 
This is a swimming pool with more features than any other 
pool in today’s market.

The Moroccan™ is generous in size and stylish in looks and will 
give your family the lifestyle you have always desired. Through 
clever design all steps, benches and seating have been kept 
clear of the center corridor to provide unobstructed end to
end swimming.

Instead of just one entry point, The Moroccan™ provides three 
— two near the shallow end, located on either side of the pool, 
and one in the deep area. With the convenience of always 
having an entry/exit point nearby, this allows for versatility 
of pool placement in relation to your house or outside
entertainment area.

The Moroccan™ provides ample seating areas around the pool 
with a swim out bench and step at the deep end, as well as a 
generous corner seating area at the shallow end. Optional spa 
jets and seat aeration may be installed, making this the perfect 
spot to sit back and relax.

The Moroccan™ is a spacious pool with room for the whole 
family and comes in multiple sizes. Whether playing games, 
swimming laps or just relaxing and cooling off, The Moroccan™ 
will suit all your needs.

Moroccan™ in Diamond Sand

The Moroccan™
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FACT SHEET

*Some measurements rounded
+ Steps modified to maximize swimming area

LENGTH WIDTH SHALLOW END DEPTH DEEP END DEPTH

  38’ 5” 14’ 6” 3’ 9” 6’ 2”

  34’ 2” 14’ 6” 3’ 9” 5’ 11”

 30’ 10” 14’ 6” 3’ 9” 5’ 8”

 26’ 11”+ 13’ 6” 3’ 9” 5’ 5”
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